Binocular stereo vision processes estimate 3D surfaces using a pair of images taken from different points of view. 3D surface characteristics are estimated by matching 2D image areas or features corresponding to the projections of same 3D points. The most classic area-based methods used cross correlation with a fixed windowsize, but this technique presents a major drawback: the computation of depth is generally prone to errors close to surface discontinuities. In this paper, we present our current work on aerial stereo images of urban areas. A correlation-based algorithm, with an adaptive window-size constrained by an edge map extracted from the images, is presented. This technique is not used to refine an initial disparity map, but to create one with good discontinuities location. The algorithm follows 3 steps: first window sizes for each pixel are computed; then a disparity map is created; third, map completion is performed and a final dense disparity map with subpixel precision is produced by Kanade correction. Experimental results on real aerial images are presented.
INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the Stereo Vision problem in the domain of 3D aerial image reconstruction. In this domain, image resolution is generally less than one meter. So, the assumption of the world surface continuity is wrong, and we have to take into account 3D surface discontinuities such as buildings, trees . . . This domain is usually relevant to High Resolution Stereovision domain. 3D informations leading to cartographic environments, may be computed either by active techniques (ultra-sound, laser or radar range finger) or by passive techniques (triangulation by stereovision). Active technique such a laser range finder, gives a good accuracy but a sparse map of 3D environment. Generally, passive techniques are used to obtam dense map. Among passive approaches, there are shape-from-shading and more generally shape-fromx, structure-from-motion and of course stereovision with bi or trinocular images [DA89] . In the case of stereovision process, a good accuracy on results requires a large B/H ratio, while matching (to reduce false matches) requires a small B/H ratio. Most existing techniques are distinguished by the choice of features, and associated constraints. One generally sorts matching algorithms in two large families: (2.b) is not possible.
All these features are related with constraints which are for the most part: Epipolar Geometry, Maximum and Minimum Disparity Gap, Local Attribute, Singleness, Disparity Continuity (in most algorithms there is no rough disparity vanation), ...
Notice that no stereo vision algorithm solves the problem completely and each method presents different advantages and drawbacks. The main problems which occur in stereovision matching are due to occultations, noise in the images, or reflections and any change between the images. To compute a Dense Depth Map, the classical method is to start with a correlationbased matcher followed by a surface interpolation or approximation of disparity map, to obtain a full sun-
. In this case, most programs use a fixed window-size. In the case of 3D continuity surface and textured images, this method gives good results. But, we observe that for small windows, it does not cover enough intensity variation, and for large ones, problems appear near disparity discontinuities and occluded regions. To alleviate these problems, T. Kanade and M. Okutomi propose in [0K92J, [0K91] and [0K90] to correct an initial disparity by adapting the window size to the local variations of the image intensity and disparity. Their method controls not only the size but also the relative center position of the rectangular window and observed pixel. It is based on evaluation of local intensity and disparity vaniations. Employing a statistical model for uncertainty of disparity of points over the window, they assess how disparity variation within a window affects the estimation of disparity. We have implemented this technique and after testing, we noted that the surface boundaries did not correspond well to physical ones. The reason is that the computed window is based on an initial disparity map obtained by classical cross correlation which is false at discontinuity localization. This solution gives good disparity correction only if we have good initial discontinuity location, but does not solve the problem if we have not. This is a technique to refine initiale disparity map note to create it. So to prevent this problem, we need a good localization of the discontinuities in initial disparity map. In their anticle [CN92J, R.Chung and R.Nevatia exploit structural features to recover discontinuity information and show the importance ofimage contours. Many other articles show the same facts [CM92] , [YGB92] . We propose here, a contour constrained window correlation algonithm to obtain the initial disparity map with good discontinuities localization, followed by a Kanade conrection algorithm it shall give very good results. We present below in detail: Firstly, adaptive window size computation constrained by contours and a maximal possible size. Secondly, for each image point, the disparity computation with pixel precision from the disparity limits of the four non centered adaptive window associated to him. Thirdly, the disparity map cornpletion using iteratively: filtering, left-right validating and filling stages. Finally, dense disparity map with subpixel precision is obtained by Kanade correction algorithm on initial completed map and good discontinuity localization. In the following sections, we assurne that the right image as been corrected to yield corresponding epipolar lines between the two images.
WINDOW SIZE COMPUTATION
To deal with contours, we first extract edges from the image using a Canny-Deniche filter [Der8I] and elimmate noise by thresholding the edges with hysteresis filter (shown in Figure 1 .1). Many ideas may by used to detect contours and adjust hysteresis thresholds like in [VP87] , here we rely on heuristics. We notice that disparities are different on each side of a depth (Z) discontinuity contour, but this is not true for a textune or a shadow contour. Here we introduce the fact that discontinuities and occlusion generate contours which must constrain the size of the adaptive window in the correlation algorithm (Figure 1.3) . If we observe the contours in the left and right images, we can see that they are different. This shows that the relative motion of contours indicates occlusion, producing another important piece of information: We need to use the smallest limited contour window between left and night images (Figure 1.4) to compute the disparity. Doing this we avoid to use occluded pixels in the correlation scone computation. We will see later how to compute disparity from what we define as Dispanity Limits, using for each pixel P in the image four excentned windows (Figure 2 ).
Consequently to find the size of a Constraint Window associated to the pixel P (X, Y coordinates) in the left image, we use three stages (Figure 1.2) :
. the window grows diagonally first in order to find the largest possible square: maximumsquane between pixel P and contours, in a direction depending on which of the four corners is being considered.
. we then try to grow the square window in the epipolan direction: rectangular shape with largest side parallel to the epipolan line.
. if we can't grow in the epipolan direction (because of a contour), we try the perpendicular one: rectangular shape with largest side perpendicular to the epipolan line. So to obtain the right maximal window for W(W) are respectively the x(y7)axis size of it. Usthe couple (P, d) , for each disparity value d, the same ing this classical correlation scheme we obtain the window size computation is done for the pixel P' (as-best matching for disparity value giving the maxisociated to P as X' = X + d) in the right image. We mum score, this for one fixed window-size, but here have then for a disparity value d a right maximal winwe have four windows with different sizes. So we dedow for P. Now for each disparity value d, we compute cide first to normalize the score in the range [0, . . . , 1], the minimal window for P (Figure 1.3 and .4) by the which is easily done. Next, we introduce a distance overlap between the left and right maximal windows. factor between the observed pixel P(X, Y) and pixThis give for each couple (P, d) a minimal window. els Pij present in the window to take in account error from the unknown surface orientation in the window. We normalize it in the following way:
From now we assume that between two Z discontinu-IX-xI Y-y (9 ity contours, the disparity is locally constant (there disi(P, p) = and disi(P,p) = ' is no large discontinuity). For each couple (P, d) we four windows because computation is easily done and >I1>i dist(P,p13)) (10) most of discontinuities geometry may be detected. We />> ( c°) /> > ( c°c ompute the correlation score associated to each windzst(P,p,,)
• . dt(P,,3)) dow. This defines four disparity limits which give a The window score values obtained are normalized (size Final correlation score 2(P, d), and hence V(P) the independent), also we may obtain a small window with disparity map.
an higher score value than a big one. To favour the biggest window, we then multiply the validated win-
1 Disparity Limit
dow score values by a window-size coefficient giving Disparity Limit score:
For one point P and for each disparity value d, we have now to compute four "Limits of disparity" scores.
Computation of the score is based on modified clas- 
Texture validation: VT
We use a correlation score dealing with signal vanation, but some part of the scene may be free of it, so we didn't validate a window without texture or local variation as Cochran and Medioni in their article [CM92] . We classify windows in three categories, textuned area, non textured area with strong mean intensity (clean area), and non textured area with low mean intensity (dank area). This classification is based on texture estimation T1d0 noticed T and defined by 
Correlation Score validation: Vc
It's given by boolean value V true if cw8 <C(X,Y,d).
Automatic Threshold estimation
Boolean window validation V, is based on , M1d0 , and CWfld0 thresholding:
. 
where Nb is the number of validated scores in [1, ... gives the disparity value of pixel P, so we obtain a disparity map ofleft image pixels D(P).
If we do the same treatement for the right image we obtain a disparity map ofright image pixels 7Y(p') and may verify that pixel P in the left image has nearly the same disparity value (opposite sign, V(P) = -1Y(P'))
[Fua92] that matched pixel F' = P + D(P) in right (16) image and P = P' + V'(P') in the left one.
DISPARITY MAP COMPLETION
We investigate the way of calculating a dense disparity map, from the disparity values of all pixels.
Dense Map Completion
The 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithm corresponding to the idea described in the previous section has been implemented and tested on aerial images 400x400 (Grand-Palais) with natural and artificial objects. The most interesting characteristics of this image are that we find: Continuity in trees area. A lot of small dicontinuities like cars, isolated trees. Some occlusions due to car and people motions. Large occlusions and High discontinuities due to the building, and the fact that we are not in a polyhedric world(dome,. . .). The classical disparity map by correlation with fixed window size 7x7 is compared to a map obtained by limits of disparity, with adaptive window limited by contours (Figure 3 ). All the isolated black spots represent occulted or non matched pixels. . For example on the floor: shadow from bushes in the garden or from the trees, car moving on the road, people in the garden, road lines occluded.
We have also tried the algorithm on: -400x400 SHARMAH area We saw that UN 1S found by computing the standard deviation on the window from the noise estimation obtained using a median filter [0ls93} for each pixel. The introduction of this in our program gives the best result ifwe use Lambertian model, but in most real images we find a lot of reflections and distortion giving grey level differences between left-right images that are greater than the noise estimation. To avoid this problem in the Sharmah area image Figure 4 .1 we manually set a global noise estimation c' = 5.
In this paper, we have shown the effect of the contours constraint windows on correlation computation with good localisation of disparity discontinuities and the use of our "disparity limits" method to create an initial map for Kanade or all other correction methods which give sub-pixel precision. Several experiments on "limits of disparity" with different techniques for extracting the edgels, and on introduction of the order constraint remain to be done. But the results already obtained are interesting, and confirm that this technique of contour limitation is worth pursuing. Our Right image.
